
 

  
: Modi is helping Pakistan 
 

:Stop antinational rhetoric for cheap publicity. 
 
:BJP high command should take stern action against Narendra Modi. 
  
 

Stop being a Pakistani Agent: Shaktisinh Gohil 
tells Narendra Modi 
  
  
Senior Gujarat Congress leader and Leader of the Opposition in 
Gujarat Assembly Shaktisinh Gohil has asked Gujarat Chief 
Minister Narendra Modi to stop being anti national  and refrain 
from cheap rhetoric that helps Pakistan. “Please, stop embarrassing 
India with your anti India rhetoric aimed at gaining cheap 
publicity”. 
  
Strongly reacting to Mr Modi’s statement wherein the Chief 
Minister had questioned the prevailing terror laws in India and 
crticised the UPA , Mr Gohil said, everyone knows that Modi will 
go to any level to get cheap publicity for himself. At a time when 
the country is reeling through a national crisis, it would be political 
maturity on his part to control himself and refrain from his usual 
cheap rhetoric.  
Mr Modi had commented on January 18 in Ahmedabad “We tell 
Pakistan that Kasab has given the statement and consider 
this as evidence as everything has been done from Pakistan. 
We tell the US also that his statement should be considered 
as evidence. "What if Pakistan and the US both tell India that 
does your law have similar provision which accepts Kasab's 
statement as evidence? What can be more unfortunate?" he 
had wondered, while pointing out that "There is no law in our 



country that would consider the statement of an arrested 
person before a top-level police official as evidence." 
According to Mr Modi, the statement made by Kasab could 
only be considered as evidence when appropriate changes 
were made in the law. 
  
Following this “anti national “ stand taken by Narendra Modi 
the Prime Minister of Pakistan Yousof Raza Gilani in a press 
conference has used these remarks and has said that even 
Narendra Modi of Gujarat agrees to my stance that India has 
not given enough evidence and has given only information in 
case of Kasab, the lone terrorist captured alive in Mumbai 
terror attacks. 
Gohil said that it is unfortunate that Modi is helping Pakistan 
instead of India. “Modi’s irresponsible statements is an 
embarrassment for India.:, Gohil has said adding that when 
world trade center was attacked in the USA , we did not hear 
Bill Clinton criticizing George Bush but instead all the 
politicians in  the nation stood together to face the crisis. 
“When India is facing the biggest crisis of terrorism, Modi 
should be on India’s side, not Pakistan’s”, Gohil said.  
“Please stop working like a Pakistani agent and stand by the 
country in time of need”, Gohil had told Modi. 
Mr Gohjil has also requsted the BJP high command to 
instruct Narendra Modi to stop his cheap rhetoric. “Both 
Advaniji and Rajnath Singh are experienced politicians who 
know that in this hour of crisis it is important for the nation to 
stand as one. At a time when India is gathering International 
support against Pakistan it is unfortunate that one Chief 
Minister of your party works against the nation’s interests. I 
request you to take stern action against Narendra Modi and 
tell him to keep his mouth shut. His irresponsible utterances 
are an embarrassment to India”, Gohil said here on Saturday 
saying the BJP should take strict disciplinary action against 
Modi for this. 



Modi’s cheap rhetoric in the past has even cost several 
innocent lives, Gohil said adding that the shadow of Gujarat 
genocide under Modi’s stewardship is still a blot to India and 
now Modi is going all out to help Pakistan. “it is sheer 
immaturity to side Pakistan just because he wants to lash 
out against the ruling UPA”. Gohil said. 
 


